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Fun and Frivolity Answers
Trek Trivia
TOS: "Let me help."
TNG: Romulan: The woman's name was Ba'el
DS9: USS Saratoga
VOY: Commander William Riker, Sir Isaac Newton, and Maury Ginsburg
Logic
1. The word ton.
2. First you select a fruit from the box marked bananas and cherries. If it was a banana you selected, you know
that box could contain only bananas. If it was a cherry, then you would know that box could contain only
cherries. These statements are true because of the foreknowledge that all three box labels are wrong. Thus,
move the "bananas and cherries" label from this box and affix the one that matches the drawn fruit, then remove
the label from the only other box that currently has its original label still affixed and place it on the box with no
label. Place the "bananas and cherries" label on the final box. After doing this, all boxes will be correctly
labelled.
3. The child was born prior to 1776, the year of the Declaration of Independence, and is therefore a British
subject.
Logic Puzzle
Fulke is the prince from Poland (5). The one who said "To flee, or not to flee" isn't Mathias (1), Fulke (2),
Humphrey, or Tobias (3). He's Rowland. The prince who said "To mope, or not to mope" is not Humphrey,
Tobias (3), or Fulke (5). He's Mathias. The prince visited by an aunt isn't Humphrey, Tobias (3), Mathias
(whose line was "To mope, or not to mope") (4), or Rowland (who was visited by a cousin) (5). He's Fulke.
The character visited by a brother isn't Mathias (1) or Humphrey (3). He's Tobias. The character with the line
"To yawn, or not to yawn" isn't Fulke (who is from Poland) (2) or Tobias (who was visited by his brother) (4).
He's Humphrey. The character whose line was "To clap, or not to clap" isn't Fulke (5). He's Tobias. Fulke's
line was "To dance, or not to dance." Humphrey (who said "To yawn, or not to yawn") wasn't visited by his
stepfather (4). He was visited by his grandmother. Mathias was visited by his stepfather, so he isn't from
England, Hungary (1), or France (4). He's from Bohemia. Humphrey isn't from England or Hungary (1). He's
from France. Tobias isn't from Hungary (2). He's from England. Rowland is from Hungary.
In summary:
Fulke: Poland, Aunt, "To dance, or not to dance"
Humphrey: France, Grandmother, "To yawn, or not to yawn"
Mathias: Bohemia, Stepfather, "To mope, or not to mope"
Rowland: Hungary, Cousin, "To flee, or not to flee"
Tobias: England, Brother, "To clap, or not to clap"

